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ABSTRACT : The usage of any framework requires fastidious arranging and a cautious execution. 

With regards to human resource, the framework execution turns out to be significantly all the more 

testing. In this paper an exertion has been made to distinguish the different parameters that should be 

considered while actualizing a presentation the Performance Management System (PMS) and to list 

the different reasons for the disappointment of PMS in an association during its usage. The impediment 

of this paper is that it utilizes just the writing which is distributed and accessible from the online 

database diaries. This paper is an assemblage of the dispersed writing on the issues looked in the 

execution of the PMS. It might be utilized as a manual for stay away from any entanglements while 

actualizing new frameworks or while changing the current framework. So what really is the 

prerequisite of an association and supervisors to pull in, hold and persuade a capable workforce.  

Presently, in any industry whether little or enormous, human asset administration assume its customary 

job accordingly as well as it has extended its measurements to survey its representatives' exhibition 

and oversee it with another framework which has advanced because of new improvements in the field 

of HRM known as Employee Performance Management System (PMS). This paper manages the 

adequacy of PMS. The after effect of the examination shows that a PMS framework goes about as a 

key device and an incredible establishment for the workers to accomplish their desire and associations 

to accomplish their key money related objectives.  

Keywords- Employee Performance Management System, human resource, HRM, Execution 

Evaluation, Execution, Worker Execution etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the famous saying goes that the nitwits gain from their very own slip-up, though the astute gain 

from the errors of others. The execution of PMS framework however actually will be distinctive for 

every association, it is savvy to take a gander at the writing to keep away from the regular 

entanglements. This would go about as an ethical compass or an agenda for the directors. It is in every 

case great to have this agenda which would manage them on what traps ought to be maintained a 

strategic distance from when executing a PMS.  

A very much executed PMS would prompt higher representative commitment and a progressively 

dedicated workforce (Kapoor and Meachem, 2012). Worker commitment then again has demonstrated 

to significantly affect the representative execution (Anitha, 2014; Kataria, Rastogi, and Garg, 2013). 
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An improvement in worker execution would future lead to an expansion in the hierarchical exhibition 

(Savaneviciene and Stankeviciute, 2010)  

The exhaustive structure recommended by Clardy, (2013) shows that any PMS gets by at four levels 

for example official authority, authoritative framework, human asset arrangements and systems, and 

work environment working conditions.  

Taylor and Taylor (2013) had utilized observational information gathered from 349 UK assembling 

firms, they distinguished six potential components from a thing pool coming about because of an 

across the board survey of the writing. Later relapse investigation uncovered that the six variables 

impact the viability of the PMS execution. These variables were portrayed into two subsets, for 

example specialized variables and social elements. Specialized elements are contributing for the vast 

majority of the adjustment in the needy variable. The social variables have an essential, albeit sensibly 

lesser, impact. These are fundamental so as to tie an association's way to deal with execution estimation 

into one firm entirety. This gives a more clear perspective on the variables which may impact the 

viability of their PMS usage. Besides, research of PMS execution and its effect being developed and 

transitional countries has for the most part been neglected (Jankulovic and Skoric, 2013).  

 

Execution has been the key focal point of an achiever, however in this aggressive situation and period 

of LPG Model, upper hand has turned out to be increasingly basic for any association. This has 

constrained them to audit and modify their old techniques and grow new and special available 

resources to upgrade worker's presentation. Performance Management framework is an answer for the 

regarded situation.  

Human Asset stays disregarded in the customary plan of the board framework, yet it has gain its due 

offer in Execution The board Framework, due to its unbounded potential for overseeing and improving 

execution. It was understood that every single other asset are similarly accessible to every such 

contender. HR is the main asset which, whenever had submitted, can have the effect and help an 

association to increase a focused edge over others.  

Numerous organizations depend on Performance Management framework to stay ahead in the race. 

Since execution the board framework encourages workers to realize that what precisely is normal out 

of them and guarantee line administrators and vital organizers that representative practices will be 

lined up with the association's objectives. So as to make a powerful Execution The board Framework, 

it is necessitated that every worker ought to be completely mindful of his job in the association. By 

understanding what sort of yield is anticipated from them and what central jobs do they play in 

accomplishing the vision, crucial methodology, the representatives' commitment can be augmented. 
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Under the worldwide monetary emergency, consistently improved execution has turned into a 

significant test for each association, in one way or the other.  

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1.) To inspect the most recent advancement and Execution of Representative execution the board 

framework.  

2.) To recognize the reasons for disappointments in Worker execution the board framework during 

usage.  

3.) To expand how the association adjusts the Performance Management system with the authoritative 

framework and explains the organization business targets to the individual objectives.  

4.) To draw in potential contender for a specific post and hold the key representatives to have better 

and profoundly energetic workforce.  

5.) To energize supervisors who are engaged with the usage of the PMS can utilize these as an agenda, 

to be better arranged and abstain from committing similar errors once more  

III. TEST OF HYPOTHESIS 

❖ There is no result of  Consequences in PMS which is prevailing in india. 

❖ There is a result of Consequences in PMS has been put forth for review 

❖ There is the same strategy pursued by the PMS which is in a developing and improving phase. 

❖ There is an alternate strategy utilized by the PMS which is not in a improving phase. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This examination relies upon basic data similarly as helper data. Wellsprings of data with respect to 

circumstances and difficulties looked by Worker Execution The board Framework {EPMS} assembled 

from the Audits. In this Exploration the optional information has been broke down through articles, 

Surveys from writer and net information as required. The principle wellsprings of information are from 

The scholarly Academia.Edu, Emerald, and Google scholar. A Boolean hunt terms like ("execution 

the board" OR "execution examination" OR "execution survey" OR "PMS" OR "execution estimation" 

OR "execution assessment" OR "worker execution") AND ("usage" OR "structure" OR "start" OR 

"actualize" OR "create") AND (representative OR "human asset" OR chief) had been utilized to gather 

the writing. The inquiry terms were efficiently looked in the title, conceptual and full content.  

V. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Different looks into and surveys have been led in the field of Performance Management framework. 

Few are talked about in the present examination.  

Robert and Angelo {2001}, The Achievement or disappointment of open segment business 

associations relies upon the capacity to draw in, create, hold, enable, and compensate a different exhibit 

of suitably skilled individuals and is the way to improving hierarchical execution. The Clarification in 
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this manner is that human asset administrators in the open segment business concerns ought to set out 

on intermittent execution the board surveys of their workers so as to reposition their business 

associations however possessed by government for better execution and improved intensity.  

Johnson and Kaplan (1987) explained that there is a need to have new administration way to deal with 

deal with the presentation of associations as the conventional ways have lost their significance and 

pertinence. In this manner, Execution The board Framework was produced for dealing with the 

presentation inside the associations. The PMS must have the option to deliver important, explicit and 

opportune data for arranging and basic leadership purposes.  

Armstrong and Baron (2004) stressed that Presentation The board is a device to guarantee that the 

directors are overseeing successfully. This implies (1) that they guarantee the individuals or groups 

they oversee know and comprehend what is anticipated from them, (2) have the right stuff and capacity 

to convey on these desires, (3) are upheld by the association to build up the ability to meet these desires 

are given criticism on their presentation, and (4) have the chance to examine and add to individual and 

group points and targets. 

Watkins (2007) says that most open area business association like those in Delta Province of Nigeria 

have not given sufficient thoughtfulness regarding execution the board survey as an instrument for 

improving execution in any event, when late investigations recommend that presentation the 

executives is fundamental for improving authoritative execution in both open and private segments.  

Simons (2000) states that a PMS can't be viably structured and executed without thinking about human 

conduct. Holloway et al. (1995) additionally stressed that the effective execution of a PMS relies upon 

understanding the conduct elements of Performance Management. It is viewed as that conduct and 

culture should be fused into the structure and execution so as to get a compelling PMS. As indicated 

by Roberts (2001), Performance Management includes steps which are for the most part as pursues:- 

Setting up of different targets like hierarchical, people and so forth, the utilization of execution 

examination frameworks, Fitting prize procedures and plans; Preparing and advancement 

methodologies and plans Criticism, correspondence and instructing; Singular profession arranging; 

components for observing the viability of Performance Management framework; and Intercessions and 

even culture the executives.  

Sole (2009) clarified that there are two elements which can impact execution the board frameworks in 

an open association. Those are interior variables and outer elements. Inner variables incorporate inward 

administration duty, inside assets, execution situated culture, authority representative commitment and 

development of PMS. Outside elements incorporate chosen authorities, residents, lawful prerequisites 

and worker's organizations. Specifically, representatives see that presentation checking frameworks is 

such a framework which is expected to drive them to work more diligently, and chiefs consider such 

to be as endeavors to put expanded weight on them to create included outcomes. Every one of these 

components continue the job of a presentation situated culture as a factor impacting the usage of 

execution estimation and the board frameworks in open associations. As far as time impediment and 

cost, the significant factors for usage of PMS are the interior elements.  

As indicated by Toppo and Prusty (2012) Execution Evaluation and Execution The board were viewed 

as one of the most developing issue since the most recent decade. They accentuated on the pundit 
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zones of the evaluation framework and characterized how Performance Management Framework is a 

superior instrument than Execution Examination Framework as it defeats the impediments of the last 

mentioned.  

History of Performance Management 

Nobody knows definitely when formal techniques for surveying execution were first presented. As 

indicated by Koontz (1971), the sovereigns of the Wei Tradition (Promotion 221-265) in China had a 

'Royal Rater' whose errand was to assess the exhibition of the official family. Hundreds of years after 

the fact, Ignatius Loyola (1491-1556) set up a framework for formal rating of the individuals from the 

General public of Jesus. A reconsidered type of results-arranged execution evaluation rose during the 

1970s, which still exists today. The term execution the board was first utilized in 1970s, yet it was not 

known as a perceived procedure until the last 50% of 1980s.  

As per Radnor and McGuire (2004), there has been an upset in Performance Management and 

estimations in the course of recent years. Performance Management Frameworks are not new, and 

analysts have discovered reference to Performance Management during the third century A.D. in 

China, which has been affirmed by Furnham (2004). He further shows that in both America and 

England in the eighteenth and nineteenth hundreds of years there was at that point proof of early types 

of Performance Management, while most Western armed forces did execution the board in the only 

remaining century. Writing further demonstrates that presentation the board during the mechanical 

unrest was straightforward and rough. As per Furnham (2004) 66% of huge organizations had 

execution evaluation frameworks during the 1950s in America and the equivalent occurred during the 

1960s in Europe. Organizations were constrained to embrace a type of framework through enactment 

in England (1980s/1990s) and in America (1970s). He further notes that presentation the executives 

frameworks were utilized to attempt to realize change in people in general help culture and ethos during 

the 1980s and 1990.  

 

FIGURE NO.1 Execution The PMS Cycle/Process/Appraisal 

Recent Scenario of Performance Management System  

Verifiably, the idea of Performance Management was restricted uniquely to decide the wages and pay 

rates of their representatives. Associations customarily utilized Performance Management to shape the 

practices of workers with the goal that particular result can be accomplished. Be that as it may, such a 
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prizes driven way to deal with execution the board isn't feasible for the vast majority of the 

associations. In addition, conventional associations have additionally begun getting to be information 

escalated for innovation concentrated assembling forms.  

 

FIGURE NO.2 Recent Situation OF VECTOR PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

The focal point of execution the board has bit by bit moved towards advancing the learning and 

advancement of the workplace. Such discerning change in Performance Management was increasingly 

obvious in associations worldwide from the 1980s. Now of time the hierarchical exhibition turned into 

a significant test for accomplishing efficiency and it ended up important to think toward ideal usage 

of HR  

In ongoing decades, notwithstanding, the way toward overseeing individuals has turned out to be 

progressively formalized and concentrated. A large number of the old execution evaluation strategies 

have been consumed into the idea of Execution The board is viewed as a far reaching procedure of the 

executives. Performance Management improvements lately are ability the board, the board by goals 

and constant observing and audit. Its improvement was quickened by the different components.  

VI. SUGGESTIONS AND FINDINGS 

The prevailing discoveries shows that there are undertakings which are commonly less inclined to 

receive formal PMS works on, including objective setting, surveying execution and execution 

assessment rehearses. Essentially, they more often than not seek after conventional methods for 

fundamental Human Asset capacities, for example, worker enlistment, choice, preparing and pay and 

so on. Anyway it has likewise been broke down that workers don't have an unmistakable 

comprehension of what Performance Management framework expect to accomplish also enormous 

number of representatives accept that exhibition the board isn't related with authoritative goals as it 

has no usefulness in worker's vocation arranging or advancement. It has additionally been recognized 

that, associations have understood the centrality of embracing vital HR rehearses for increasing an 

aggressive edge over the contenders. An all around structured viable Performance Management system 

can assume an essential job in adjusting the activities of the representatives in an association for 

perceiving the pivotal corporate objectives. Performance Management is a helpful apparatus for 

adjusting all the major hierarchical capacities and sub works so the center is coordinated towards 

achievement of the authoritative objective. By unmistakably clarifying both the individual and group 
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duties as Key Duty Zones (KRAs) just as by making a comprehension of shared obligations, a great 

Performance Management system smoothen the advancement and improvement of workers.  

The post-progression period has watched critical changes in the structure and elements of the 

associations. Appearance of remote and worldwide associations has given a reason to existing 

associations to be progressively successful, focused, and imaginative in their methodology. There 

emerges a need to present an arrangement of Performance Management during the period when the 

customary exhibition evaluation instrument began coming up short and its confinements were 

developing up. The presentation examination framework which the associations were utilizing in the 

previous timeframe was deficient in objectivity as the criteria for estimating execution were not 

obviously characterized and the attention was on qualities instead of on practices or quantifiable 

targets. Because of a nonappearance of a straightforward input system and absence of worker inclusion 

in the whole procedure of examination, the resolve of representatives diminishes. An Exhibition The 

board Framework defeats the flaws of the customary presentation evaluation framework by keeping 

up a progressive methodology.  

VII. FAILURE OF PMS 

There is a high disappointment pace of the PMS and the greater part of the disappointments occur 

during the execution stage. As indicated by McCunn (1998), as referred to by Bourne et al. (2002), the 

disappointment pace of the PMS usage was around 70 rate. As the years have passed by the 

disappointment rate has additionally diminished. In a later writing the disappointment rate has said to 

diminish to 56 percent (de Waal and Counet, 2009). This is a decent sign by still lion's share of the 

PMS are inadequately executed. This ought to be a reminder for every one of the supervisors to make 

sure, that in any event they do whatever it takes not to rehash similar mix-ups.  

 

VIII. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEMS 

de Waal and Counet (2009) have recognized 31 issues explicit to the execution of the PMS. They have 

additionally distinguished that there is gigantic hole between the issues as apparent by the 

academicians and the issues looked by the specialists during the time spent executing the PMS. It was 

discovered that academicians appraised the auxiliary issues more and the professionals evaluated the 

conduct issues more. Indeed the issue that was evaluated as the most significant by the academicians 

was not in any case existing in the best 10 rundown of issues given by professionals. The particular 

issues distinguished by them are as per the following: 

❖ Insufficient commitment from middle the executives and staff for PMS  

❖ Organizational individuals do not have an inspirational frame of mind towards the PMS  

❖ The current ICT framework doesn't bolster the PMS sufficiently  
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❖ The association doesn't have a reasonable and justifiable technique  

❖ Organizational individuals are not embracing the correct administration style  

❖ It is hard to characterize important CSF's  

❖ It is too hard to even think about decomposing objectives for lower levels in the association  

❖ Management puts low need on the execution:  

❖ There are lacking assets and limit accessible for the execution  

❖ The execution requires additional time and exertion than anticipated  

❖ The association is in an insecure stage  

❖ Lack of the executives responsibility  

❖ The PMS usage doesn't have an unmistakable objective  

❖ Period of consideration from the board for the usage of the PMS isn't long.  

❖ There isn't sufficient spotlight on inward administration and control  

❖ There is an absence of information and expertise with respect to the PMS  

❖ It is hard to characterize important KPI's  

❖ The association doesn't have a presentation the executives culture  

There is a deficient connection between the PMS and the reward framework.  

❖ The PMS isn't normally refreshed and kept up after execution.  

❖ The PMS isn't utilized for the day by day the board of the association  

❖ There is no authoritative part selected to take responsibility for PMS.  

❖ The PMS gets a low need or its utilization is relinquished after a difference in administration  

❖ There are troubles in getting the information to compute the exhibition markers  

❖ The association doesn't see (enough) advantage from the PMS.  

❖ The KPI's are not connected to departmental, group and individual duties  

❖ There are such a large number of KPIs characterized  

❖ There is a lot of spotlight on the consequences of the execution, while the change procedure of the 

association is disregarded.  

❖ The associations estimates an inappropriate KPIs  

❖ There is obstruction from authoritative individuals towards the new PMS  
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❖ The PMS needs circumstances and logical results relations or is over-complex due to such a large 

number of causal connections.  

Future investigation of the writing have distinguished however not restricted to the accompanying 

issues:  

8.1. Conflicting targets  

Rees and Watchman, (2003) have distinguished that the most well-known issue confronted when 

actualizing a PMS is that there are an excessive number of targets and here and there these destinations 

would be at strife with one another.  

8.2. Handling of input  

Gathering of the input is one section yet gathering helpful reactions and taking a shot at it is 

significantly increasingly troublesome. Regardless of whether there is a criticism system to gather and 

record them the representatives trust may come in the method for making an authentic input. The chiefs 

on the other had may not give certifiable input so as to abstain from "humiliating showdowns" (Rees 

and Doorman, 2003).  

8.3. Time Limitation  

The time required for the execution isn't evaluated in a logical manner and now and again the usage is 

made quickly. This adds option strain to the troughs and opens the degree for the protection from 

change (de Waal and Heijden, 2015).  

8.4. Low need by the executives  

A framework like PMS ought to be the top need particularly in its usage stage. In the event that the 

administration doesn't give adequate significance to the execution, the framework would not 

accomplish the necessary targets. The consideration of The board ought to be established in a greater 

setting of investigation that can review and assess how well all the significant components that 

influence representative presentation are working (Clardy, 2013).  

8.5. Insufficient assets limit accessible during the usage of PMS  

There ought to be adequate assets accessible for the best possible usage. On the off chance that the 

arrangement isn't appropriately made for the accessibility of the necessary assets the arrangement 

would be a disappointment. These is likewise a requirement for a capable and employable Data and 

Correspondence Innovation framework, in the correspondence and information accumulation forms 

(Karuhanga, 2010)  

8.6. Unstable association  

The association might be in an insecure stage during execution. PMS as a basic framework requires 

the help from different frameworks and when is simply the association is precarious, unquestionably 

the new framework will undoubtedly fall flat (de Waal and Counet, 2009).  

8.7. Lack of duty from the administration  
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The usage is normally started by the HR division and when the framework comes up short on the help 

from chiefs it would resemble a motor with the fuel to run it. Authority from the top administration 

assume a significant job in the usage of PMS (Karuhanga, 2010). An exceedingly bureaucratic 

framework lessens how much usage PMS (Winstanley and Kate, 1996).  

8.8. Lack of helpful corporate culture  

There have been issues which are identified with representative inspiration, bombing corporate culture, 

debilitating assurance, decreased staff strengthening, nonappearance of wonderful dealings among the 

board and workers and less activities in the execution of equivalent business openings (Adhikari, 

2010).  

8.9. Lack of worker investment  

Studies have indicated that executing a high participative PMS can prompt an extensively better ascent, 

contrasting and the presentation increment that is appeared in the tell-and-sell presentation of a 

comparative framework (Kleinegld, Van Tuijl, and Algera, 2004). When there is need the 

representative cooperation in the framework structure they may neglect to take responsibility for 

framework.  

The representative acknowledgment with reference to the legitimacy of execution evaluation is 

exceptionally low by and by. This might be considered as an indication of disappointment with the 

present PMS rehearses for the most part, when there is a nonappearance of worker cooperation in the 

PMS techniques and evaluation preparing. Essentially, there is an amazingly high level of viable PMS 

which are meeting the goals in an associations. Be that as it may, these likewise need a few upgrades 

(Siaguru, 2011). 

 8.10. No organized methodology  

As proposed by big business building hypothesis and strategies, an organized methodology for issue 

distinguishing proof and version of a hypothetical arrangement into the thorough depiction of an 

outcome and usage is required for the an effective PMS (Sousa, et al. 2005). They likewise proposes 

that there is a noteworthy contrast in the hypothesis and practice with regards to actualizing PMS.  

8.11. Flexibility of the framework  

The actualized framework must be adaptable enough to suit and changes that had not been predicted 

before. The achievement of PMS is the degree of adaptability of the framework which is structured 

and actualized (Brew, et al. 1978).  

8.12. Perceived Reasonableness of PMS  

The presentation the executives to be successful, it must be seen to be reasonable by the 

representatives. If not the framework may consistently be viewed with doubt or as an inefficient 

exercise. A solitary thing scale has been utilized to quantify the apparent decency in the exhibition the 

board framework, as recommended by Harrington and Lee (2014). It is "My exhibition evaluation is a 

reasonable impression of my presentation." (Harrington and Lee, 2014)  
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8.13. Resistance to change  

When there is a protection from change and there is hesitance to advance as a result of the fear of the 

new can challenge PMS execution (Karuhanga, 2010). The adjustment to change is a subject in itself 

and ought to be managed alert and skill.  

8.14. Managerial impact in PMS structure  

The administration must be engaged with the structure of the PMS. This will in general diminish the 

view of the PMS being flawed therefore lessen disappointment. Thus, administrative impact might be 

great. Nonetheless, Kruis and Widener (2014), have recognized that the outcome differs relying upon 

the conditions. They verify that administrators' job in the PMS configuration isn't constantly a recipe 

for progress.  

8.15. Project administration  

The consequences of the examination directed by Singh, (2012) on the PMS usage in Indian 

programming endeavors, features the imperative pretended by venture the executives level in 

execution the board. For PMS to be proficient, it must be strengthened by hardening of the venture the 

executives level.  

IX. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

PMS is one of the most significant framework in an association which can support the people and 

groups to improve their exhibition. Which would thus prompt improved execution of the division and 

association. An inadequately actualized framework then again can prompt pulverizing results. By 

staying away from the entanglements referenced in the papers, administrators can be better arranged 

for the issue even before they show and take proactive measure to maintain a strategic distance from 

them.  

X. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE EXPLORATION 

The current systems and the issues in the execution of the PMS are focused on enormous endeavors 

and they don't indicate a good clarification to address the issues of little and medium ventures 

(Chalmeta, Palomero, and Matilla, 2012).An endeavor has been made to show the inadequacies while 

actualizing a PMS. Notwithstanding, there might be potential outcomes that some significant issues 

may have been unnoticed and don't discover their notice here. The writing gathered is for firms 

crosswise over various enterprises. Be that as it may, truly the execution of PMS may must be 

examined from every industry independently to distinguish the business explicit issues. A portion of 

the issues referenced in this paper perhaps connected to different issues referenced in the paper. These 

connections or bunches of issues are not considered in this paper. The paper exhibits just the issues 

recognized in the writing, thus it gives just an authentic point of view. An input from the rehearsing 

administrators isn't considered in this paper and the truth might be very different from what the 

academicians see. Consequently, future research should investigate getting an industry point of view. 
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XI. CONCLUSION 

PMS is a significant instrument in estimating and dealing with the exhibition of people just as the 

groups. An association which is targeting improving its presentation can't overlook the exhibition of 

the people and the teams.A PMS ought to be structured remembering every one of the obstacles that 

may come in its manner during the execution. A solid bond and participation by every one of the 

partners will add to the accomplishment of the PMS and consequently add to the achievement of the 

organization.It can be said that the Presentation The board Framework is the imperative key in Human 

Asset The board (HRM). As it were, PMS is a pivotal business driver that accomplishes business result. 

A proficient PMS can help the organizations to expand the representative execution. A compelling 

framework ought to be with the end goal that it can energize a hierarchical atmosphere of trust, 

independence, joint effort, correspondence and cooperation and so forth. It is significant for an 

association to have such framework that not just distinguish and perceive the top entertainers rather 

help the workers and association to accomplish reasonable development. The greater part of the cutting 

edge associations distinguish this need and are spending a tremendous measure of cash to create and 

execute a compelling Performance Management system still a gigantic measure of variety can in any 

case be seen in the representatives' exhibition. So as to pick up the upper hand, the association's 

exhibition the executives framework ought to be structured so that it can interface the workers' 

presentation desires to that of the association's objectives. While closing, it very well may be 

condensed that the exhibition the board framework isn't just a mean of realizing that if the employee's' 

conduct is steady, yet additionally a significant and vital authoritative apparatus to connect the worker 

exercises with the objectives of the association. 
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